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April Meeting 

Before we settled in to the music, Denis Gibson drew attention to the 
many entertaining features now available on the website.  There is a 
slideshow advertising the main sections: tuition and performance pages, 
composers’ pages, guitars and guitar makers (here you can promote your 
own idiosyncratic guitar and tell something of its story), sheet music, 
concerts – indeed everything you can think of and more relating to the 
Society and its members and activities.  Very well worth visiting.  After this
trailer, Denis was awarded an enthusiastic round of applause for his 
creative and energetic work on this really wonderful website – thanks, 
Denis!

Mick Bryant had his guitar at the ready, and began the evening’s 
performances with Danza del Arpa , a piece by Vincent Lindsey-Clark from 
his Simply Latin collection.  Next, Hazel Inskip
played Lullaby, a composition by the Norwegian
guitarist Arne Brattland.  Arne and his wife,
fellow guitarist Debra Adamson,  have lived in
Hampshire for many years and were known to
some SCGS members.  Sadly,  Arne died last
December.  He and Raymond Burley formed the
English Guitar Duo, and Arne was part of several
Guitar Trios.    He made a number of recordings
and he is known particularly for his guitar
arrangements and interpretations of Edvard
Grieg's Lyric Pieces written originally for piano. 

After this, Penny Candlin played Prelude No.11  by Carlo Domeniconi from 
his book of 24 Preludes.  This Italian composer is best known to guitarists 
through his Koyunbaba suite with Turkish flavour, although he wrote a 
wide range of music for guitar – we ought to hear more of it!  Penny was 
playing a flamenco guitar by Ricardo Sanchis which at one time belonged 
to former SCGS member Roy Coleman.  Next up was Dave Rawlinson with 
a couple of pieces by Andrew York: Hejira from the 8 Dreamscapes 
collection, and Snowflight  from 8 Discernments. Hejira is an Arabic word 
meaning flight or escape from danger, and in particular refers to 
Mohammed’s flight from Mecca to Medina in AD 622 thus marking the 



start of the Islamic era.  The piece is fairly short but with a relentless 
driving rhythm, ending in a dramatic harmonic chord.

Tim Woodnutt then took the virtual podium to play the Sarabande by 
Francis Poulenc.  This piece was written in 1960 and was among the last of
Poulenc’s compositions and seemingly the only one for guitar.  It was 
dedicated to Ida Presti, and generates considerable controversy over the 
fingerings which some players have found very unnatural.  In any case Tim
certainly needed to negotiate some tricky chords on the bass strings up at
fret 9 or higher.  Then followed another rare treat: the world premiere of 
Gill Robinson’s own composition Meditation from a set of three 
Compositions in Three Moods recently published by Bergmann Edition. 
Congratulations to Gill – and thanks for honouring SCGS with the first 
performance!

After this we were back on familiar ground with Peter Whalley playing the 
Carcassi Study Op.60 No.9 , an entertaining piece with a cheeky 
hammering motiv which Peter carried off well.  Martin Slater followed this 
with Go From My Window, sometimes attributed to John Dowland but 
usually considered anonymous (there is even a version by Steeleye Span),
beautifully played by Martin.  Finally, to round off the evening’s music 
programme, Tim Rushworth played David’s Song by the French-Romanian 
composer Vladimir Cosma in an arrangement by flamenco guitarist Juan 
Martín, and followed this haunting piece by the rip-roaring Narciso Yepes 
version of the Canarios by Gaspar Sanz. There is a rare YouTube video of 
Yepes playing this on his 10-string guitar, and it is amusing to see the 
audience sitting impassively: you expect them to be jumping around by 
the end.

Before the meeting ended, Denis again drew attention to the website, and 
in particular the page Links/Guitar Makers/Me and my Guitar  where 
members talk about their own guitar(s), maybe with a few pictures.  If you 
want to contribute to this page, please send the information to Denis.  
Also, Penny raised the question of a Cuban Guitar Music workshop which 
her Cuban guitar teacher had proposed.  It sounds a good idea, but Penny 
was asked to find out more details of likely costs, fees etc.

Thanks to Chris Thompson for chairing the proceedings, and once again to
Denis for hosting the online meeting.

The next meeting might be the last Zoom-only meeting … 

Next meeting:  Wednesday 26 May at 7.30 pm   [online]

  



                              


